HERE Trucks

Predict and calculate the most efficient navigation, routing and dispatch solutions for truck drivers and fleet management companies.

HERE Trucks is a bundled offering of relevant attributes for the logistics management industry and truck drivers. It enables customers to bundle allows customers to develop a wide range of solutions to support the transportation and logistics industry for both fleet management and truck drivers. This product enables sophisticated truck navigation as well as routing and dispatch optimization.

HERE Trucks can help fleet management companies and truck drivers comply with DOT regulations and speed limits while contributing to improved safety and on-time appointment arrivals.

Want to talk? We do, too. Get in touch here.
Unique selling points

Quality
100% in-house built with the highest attribute accuracy collected via own TRUE fleet and sourcing

Coverage
Superior coverage compared to competition and continuously expanding

Freshness
Quarterly delivery of truck restrictions and regularly maintained

Offering
Bundles information for a complete experience

Features

→ Legal restrictions – contains detailed information on sign-posted restrictions (e.g., “Trucks not allowed” and “Trailers forbidden”) that specifically apply to trucks

→ Environmental Zones – includes information on areas where access restrictions apply to certain vehicles or trucks due to environmental reasons

→ Hazmat – includes information on areas or roads where transport of hazardous materials is prohibited

→ Warnings – includes detailed information on the exact location and sign warning of certain road conditions that apply to trucks, such as “Lateral wind” or “Risk of grounding”

→ Physical restrictions – includes information on areas where access restrictions apply to certain vehicles or trucks due to physical dimensions such as height or vehicle weight

→ Truck POIs – contains information about fuel stations for trucks, including lower emission fuels and additives, as well as valuable and practical information about special truck facilities

→ Distance markers – includes detailed information on the exact location and sign number of road distance indicators

→ Loading dock locations – contains the actual location of loading and unloading docks at buildings, truck entrance locations and associated geometry

→ Truck preferred routes – identifies links as being part of a preferred route for trucks

→ Commercial Vehicle Regulations - includes country-specific or administrative-specific rules and regulations applicable to commercial vehicles

HERE, a location data and technology platform, moves people, businesses and cities forward by harnessing the power of location. By leveraging our open platform, we empower our customers to achieve better outcomes – from helping a city manage its infrastructure or a business optimize its assets to guiding drivers to their destination safely. To learn more about HERE, including our new generation of cloud-based location platform services, visit 360.here.com and www.here.com.

Want to talk? We do, too. Get in touch here.